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Andrzejewski and Salwa analyse TV series from the point of view of
philosophical aesthetics. As a result they focus on their serial
character and claim that seriality has a normative character that is
often overlooked by other disciplines.
The phenomena of television is examined, from the historical context
and television as an art form to television in various aspects of
modern society such as TV in the classroom and on the battlefield.
The practice of capoeira, the Brazilian dance-fight-game, has grown
rapidly in recent years. It has become a popular leisure activity in
many cultures, as well as a career for Brazilians in countries across
the world including the US, the UK, Canada and Australia. This
original ethnographic study draws on the latest research conducted
on capoeira in the UK to understand this global phenomenon. It not
only presents an in-depth investigation of the martial art, but also
provides a wealth of data on masculinities, performativity,
embodiment, globalisation and rites of passage. Centred in cultural
sociology, while drawing on anthropology and the sociology of sport
and dance, the book explores the experiences of those learning and
teaching capoeira at a variety of levels. From beginners’ first
encounters with this martial art to the perspectives of more advanced
students, it also sheds light on how teachers experience their own reenculturation as they embody the exotic ‘other’. Embodying
Brazil: An Ethnography of Diasporic Capoeira is fascinating reading
for all capoeira enthusiasts, as well as for anyone interested in the
sociology of sport, sport and social theory, sport, race and ethnicity,
or Latin-American Studies.
African migrations
Temple University
The Gatekeeper
Demystifying Disability
Urban Animals
Leo Frank and Jim Conley in the New South
Supplement
In 1936, as television networks CBS, DuMont, and NBC experimented with
new ways to provide entertainment, NBC deviated from the traditional
method of single experimental programs to broadcast the first multi-part
program, Love Nest, over a three-episode arc. This would come to be known
as a miniseries. Although the term was not coined until 1954, several other
such miniseries were broadcast, including Jack and the Beanstalk and Women
in Wartime. In the mid-1960s the concept was developed into a genre that still
exists. While the major broadcast networks pioneered the idea, it quickly
became popular with cable and streaming services. This encyclopedic source
contains a detailed history of 878 TV miniseries broadcast from 1936 to 2020,
complete with casts, networks, credits, episode count and detailed plot
information.
Before Hiro on Heroes, there was Steve Austin - The Six Million Dollar Man.
Before Buffy Summers on Buffy The Vampire Slayer, there was Jaime
Sommers - The Bionic Woman. Now, television's classic wonder people of
the 1970s are back and stronger than ever in - THE BIONIC BOOK: THE
SIX MILLION DOLLAR MAN AND THE BIONIC WOMAN
RECONSTRUCTED, written by best-selling author Herbie J Pilato
(Bewitched Forever, The Kung Fu Book of Caine). Co-billed as the
Cybernetic Compendium To TV's Most Realistic Sci-Fi Superhero Shows,
THE BIONIC BOOK is chuck full of commentary culled from Pilato's
exclusive interviews with Bionic stars Lee Majors (who played halfsuperman/half-mechanical marvel Steve Austin), Lindsay Wagner (Jaime
Sommers - Steve's female counter-part and one true love), series creator (and
science fiction novel icon) Martin Caidin, executive producer Harve Bennett
(who would later help to ignite the Star Trek feature film franchise),
producer/director Kenneth Johnson (The Incredible Hulk and Alien Nation)
and actor Richard Anderson, the latter of whom portrayed Oscar Goldman Steve and Jaime's stoic but understanding super-viser on both shows (and
who has penned the book's foreword). Much more than a mere TV trivia
guide, THE BIONIC BOOK explores in-depth the social, psychological,
medical and scientic influence, appeal and message behind two of the most
popular and heroic science fiction television programs of all time.
Exploring cultural expressions of Puerto Rican queer migration from the
Caribbean to New York, Philadelphia, Chicago, and San Francisco, Lawrence
La Fountain-Stokes analyzes how artists have portrayed their lives and the
discrimination they have faced in both Puerto Rico and the United States.
Highlighting cultural and political resistance within Puerto Rico’s gay,
lesbian, bisexual, and transgender subcultures, La Fountain-Stokes pays close
attention to differences of gender, historical moment, and generation, arguing
that Puerto Rican queer identity changes over time and is experienced in very
different ways. He traces an arc from 1960s Puerto Rico and the writings of
Luis Rafael Sánchez to New York City in the 1970s and 1980s (Manuel
Ramos Otero), Philadelphia and New Jersey in the 1980s and 1990s (Luz
María Umpierre and Frances Negrón-Muntaner), and Chicago (Rose
Troche) and San Francisco (Erika López) in the 1990s, culminating with a
discussion of Arthur Avilés and Elizabeth Marrero’s recent dance-theater
work in the Bronx. Proposing a radical new conceptualization of Puerto Rican
migration, this work reveals how sexuality has shaped and defined the Puerto
Rican experience in the United States.
Encyclopedia of Television Miniseries, 1936-2020
The SAGE Handbook of Television Studies

First Session, on S.J. Res. 33, S. 477 and S. 1631,
to Establish a Commission on the Bicentennial of
Encyclopedia of Radio 3-Volume Set
the United States Constitution, September 17, 1981
Roswell
British television and constructs of race
Embodying Brazil
Cultures and Sexualities in the Diaspora
So, What Is Disability, Anyway? -- Understanding Disability
The Biographical Encyclopedia of American Radio presents
the very best biographies of the internationally acclaimed three- as Part of a Whole Person -- An (Incomplete) Overview of
Disability History -- Ableism and Accessibility -- Disability
volume Encyclopedia of Radio in a single volume. It includes
more than 200 biographical entries on the most important and Etiquette -- Disability in the Media -- Conclusion: Calling All
Allies and Accomplices.
influential American radio personalities, writers, producers,
Political Economy Goes to the Movies provides an
directors, newscasters, and network executives. With 23 new
introduction to political economy using a wide range of
biographies and updated entries throughout, this volume
popular films and documentaries as the objects of analysis.
covers key figures from radio’s past and present including
The work helps readers to understand and analyze the
Glenn Beck, Jessie Blayton, Fred Friendly, Arthur Godfrey,
economic and related political, cultural, and ecological
Bob Hope, Don Imus, Rush Limbaugh, Ryan Seacrest, Laura relationships depicted in selected films. This is achieved
Schlesinger, Red Skelton, Nina Totenberg, Walter Winchell,
through the lens of past and present economic theories and in
and many more. Scholarly but accessible, this encyclopedia
the context of debates over the dynamic influence of
economics on individual life chances. Film may have more to
provides an unrivaled guide to the voices behind radio for
teach us about the real world than the abstractions of certain
students and general readers alike.
economic theories. A world of income inequality, child labor
If eugenics -- the science of eliminating kinds of undesirable
in mills and mines, local rebellions against land seizures, and
human beings from the species record -- came to
wars triggered by economic conflicts provide the context for
overdetermine the late nineteenth century in relation to
many films mirroring real world events. Some films depict
disability, the twentieth century may be best characterized as
the interacting and intersecting political, economic, cultural,
managing the repercussions for variable human populations. A
and ecological contexts within and between variant economic
Cultural History of Disability in the Modern Age provides an
relationships, whereas other films show “catastrophes” such
interdisciplinary overview of disability as an outpouring of
as economic depressions, disruptive social transitions, violent
professional, political, and representational efforts to fix,
revolutions, and existential environmental degradation – a
correct, eliminate, preserve, and even cultivate the value of
world in disequilibrium. Films allow us to see a panoply of
crip bodies. This book pursues analyses of disability's
human social relationships and related problems, even to
deployment as a wellspring for an alternative ethics of living in explore cataclysmic moments in our species life, but not to
necessarily see the why of these relationships and problems.
and alongside the body different while simultaneously
considering the varied social and material contexts of devalued Simultaneously, mainstream economics has severe
constraints on what can be analyzed. Film exposes this
human differences from World War I to the present. In short,
weakness of the mainstream model. Twelve Years a Slave,
this volume demonstrates that, in Ozymandias-like ways, the
Trumbo, The Big Short and others are analyzed for their
Western Project of the Human with its perpetuation of
realism by referencing documented historical social events,
bodymind hierarchies lies crumbling in the deserts of failed
and behavioral economics provides further data for analyzing
empires, genocidal furies, and the rejuvenating myths of new the realism of social interaction within the films. Exploring
nation states in the 20th century. An essential resource for
events and contexts absent from the typical economics text
researchers, scholars and students of history, literature,
or the basic level economics classes, this work is essential
culture, philosophy, rehabilitation, technology, and education, reading for students and scholars of political economy in both
A Cultural History of Disability in the Modern Age explores
economics and politics departments, as well as those of
pluralist economics and Marxist economics.
such themes and topics as: atypical bodies; mobility
This biographical dictionary is devoted to the actors who
impairment; chronic pain and illness; blindness; deafness;
speech; learning difficulties; and mental health while wrestling provided voices for all the Disney animated theatrical shorts
and features from the 1928 Mickey Mouse cartoon
with their status as unreliable predictors of what constitutes
Steamboat Willie to the 2010 feature film Tangled. More than
undesirable humanity.
900 men, women, and child actors from more than 300 films
A celebration of Temple University's 125th Anniversary.
are covered, with biographical information, individual career
Film, Television and the Psychology of the Social Dream
summaries, and descriptions of the animated characters they
Science Education, Development and Research : Fiscal Year have performed. Among those listed are Adriana Caselotti, of
1981, with Reference to Earlier Years
Snow White fame; Clarence Nash, the voice of Donald Duck;
Phi Kappa Psi
Sterling Holloway, best known for his vocal portrayal of
Resources in Education
Winnie the Pooh; and such show business luminaries as Bing
Supporting Actors in Motion Pictures
Crosby, Bob Newhart, George Sanders, Dinah Shore, Jennifer
Tilly and James Woods. In addition, a complete directory of
Queer Ricans
animated Disney films enables the reader to cross-reference
The Chronological Pictorial
This book provides an accessible overview of each the actors with their characters.
director’s contribution to cinema, incorporating a Disney Voice Actors
USA Network
discussion of their career, major works and
Adjusting the contrast
impact.
Supporting Actors in Motion Pictures Volume II By: Autobiographical and Biographical Forms
She Memes Well
Dr. Roger L. Gordon Supporting Actors in Motion
Pictures: Volume II continues author Dr. Roger L. Teleliteracy
Gordon’s Supporting Actors series by expanding his Anime and Manga
Despite rhythm and blues culture’s undeniable role in
database of talented supporting actors and
molding, reflecting, and reshaping black cultural production,
actresses. A compilation of biographies of
consciousness, and politics, it has yet to receive the serious
supporting actors and actresses that spans from
the advent of sound through present day, learn the scholarly examination it deserves. Destructive Desires
corrects this omission by analyzing how post-Civil Rights era
history and accomplishments of many of your
rhythm and blues culture articulates competing and
favorite stars!
conflicting political, social, familial, and economic desires
Tune in to an in-depth look back at the long
within and for African American communities. As an
running, Emmy Award-winning television series
important form of black cultural production, rhythm and blues
(1976-1983) about a crusading Los Angeles County
music helps us to understand black political and cultural
medical examiner, starring Jack Klugman. The
desires and longings in light of neo-liberalism’s increased
series featured relevant story lines and social
codification in America’s racial politics and policies since the
issues blended with mystery and drama
1970s. Robert J. Patterson provides a thorough analysis of
incorporating the fascinating world of forensic
four artists—Kenneth “Babyface” Edmonds, Adina Howard,
medicine. Featuring interesting and insightful
Whitney Houston, and Toni Braxton—to examine black
commentary from Klugman, as well as co-stars
cultural longings by demonstrating how our reading of
Robert Ito, John Ragin, Val Bisoglio, Anita
Gillete, producers, writers, directors, and other specific moments in their lives, careers, and performances
serve as metacommentaries for broader issues in black
behind-the scenes production staff. Illustrated
culture and politics.
with rare still and publicity photos, and also
Orhan Pamuk, Secularism and Blasphemy is the first critical
including a complete episode guide for all 146
study of all of Pamuk’s novels, including the early
segments, and biographical profiles of those
untranslated work. In 2005 Orhan Pamuk was charged with
closely associated with the series.
"insulting Turkishness" under Article 301 of the Turkish
An African-centered TV Series
penal code. Eighteen months later he was awarded the Nobel
Philosophy/implemetation
Prize. After decades of criticism for wielding a depoliticized
FDR in American Memory
A Cultural History of Disability in the Modern Age pen, Pamuk was cast as a dissident through his trial, an event
that underscored his transformation from national literateur
Together
to global author. By contextualizing Pamuk’s fiction into the
Hearing Before the Subcommittee on the
Turkish tradition and by defining the literary and political
Constitution of the Committee on the Judiciary,
intersections of his work, Orhan Pamuk, Secularism and
United States Senate, Ninety-seventh Congress,
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Blasphemy rereads Pamuk's dissidence as a factor of the form fears of the greater culture and has served as a means of myth of a multicultural England and more. They also
of his novels. This is not a traditional study of literature, but a experiencing those feelings in a communal and taming
provide analyses of programmes such as Doctor Who,
book that turns to literature to ask larger questions about
environment. From Munsterberg’s original
Shoot the Messenger, Desi DNA, Survivors and Top Boy,
recent transformations in Turkish history, identity,
pronouncements in the early 20th century about the
all of which are considered in the context of the
modernity, and collective memory. As a corrective to common
psychology of cinema, through the pioneering films of
broadcast environments that helped to create them.
misreadings of Pamuk’s work in its international reception,
Melies, the works of the German expressionists, to
While efforts have been made to put diverse portrayals
Orhan Pamuk, Secularism and Blasphemy applies various
James Bond and today’s superheroes this book weaves aon screen, there are still significant problems with the
analytical lenses to the politics of the Turkish novel, including
gender studies, cultural translation, historiography, and Islam. narrative highlighting the importance of the social dream. stories being told.
It develops the idea that no art form goes beyond the
From 1960 to 1990, Alfred R. Schneider served as head
The book argues that modern literature that confronts
ordinary process of consciousness in the same way as
of standards and practices, or "chief censors," for the
representations of the nation-state, or devlet, with those of
film, reflecting, as it does, the cognitive, emotional, and ABC television network. From his unique vantage point,
Ottoman, Islamic, and Sufi contexts, or din, constitute
Schneider managed issues of taste and morality that
"secular blasphemies" that redefine the politics of the Turkish volitional aspects of human nature.
novel. Concluding with a meditation on conditions of
"Genuinely transnational in content, as sensitive to the
determined what millions of U.S. viewers watched.
"untranslatability" in Turkish literature, this study provides a importance of production as consumption, covering the
During his tenure the nation's attitudes changed
comprehensive and critical analysis of Pamuk’s novels to
full range of approaches from political economy to
drastically, as did the content shown on American
date.
textual analysis, and written by a star-studded cast of
airwaves. Controversies arose about TV's influence on
From comedian Quinta Brunson comes a deeply personal and
contributors" - Emeritus Professor Graeme Turner,
children, its portrayal of violence, and its introduction of
funny collection of essays featuring anecdotes about trying to
University of Queensland "Finally, we have before us a once taboo subjects.
make it when you're broke, overcoming self-doubt and
first rate, and wide ranging volume that reframes
The city includes opportunities as well as constraints for
depression, and how she's used humor to navigate her career
television studies afresh, boldly synthesising debates in humans and other animals alike. Urban animals are often
in unusual directions. Quinta Brunson is a master of viral
Internet content: without any traditional background in media, the humanities, cultural studies and social sciences...This subjected to complaints; they transgress geographical,
volume should be in every library and media scholar’s legal as and cultural ordering systems, while roaming the
her humorous videos were the first to break through on
city in what is often perceived as uncontrolled ways. But
Instagram's platform, receiving millions of views. From there, bookshelf." - Professor Ravi Sundaram, Centre for the
Study of Developing Societies Bringing together a truly they are also objects of care, conservation practices and
Brunson's wryly observant POV attracted the attention of
BuzzFeed's motion picture development department, leading international spread of contributors from across the UK, bio-political interventions. What then, are the "more-thanher to produce viral videos there about topics like interracial US, South America, Mexico and Australia, this Handbook human" experiences of living in a city? What does it
dating, millennial malaise, and seeing your ex in public. Now, charts the field of television studies from issues of
mean to consider spatial formations and urban politics
Brunson is bringing her comedic chops to the page in She
from the perspective of human/animal relations? This
ownership and regulation through to reception and
Memes Well, an earnest, laugh-out-loud collection about her
consumption. Separate chapters are dedicated to
book draws on a number of case studies to explore urban
weird road to Internet notoriety. In her debut essay
examining the roles of journalists, writers,
controversies around human/animal relations, in
collection, Quinta applies her trademark humor and heart to
particular companion animals: free ranging dogs,
cinematographers, producers and manufacturers in the
discuss what it was like to go from student loan debt-broke to
homeless and feral cats, urban animal hoarding and
"halfway recognizable--'don't I know you somewhere?'" level- production process, whilst others explore different
formats including sport, novella and soap opera, news
"crazy cat ladies". The book explores ‘zoocities’, the
of-fame. With anecdotes that range from the funny and
theoretical framework in which animal studies meet
and current affairs, music and reality TV. The final
zany--like her experience trying to find her signature
section analyses the pivotal role played by audiences in urban studies, resulting in a reframing of urban relations
hairstyle--to more grounded material about living with
the contexts of gender, race and class, and spans a range and space. Through the expansion of urban theories
depression, Brunson's voice is entirely authentic and
eminently readable. Perfect for fans of Phoebe Robinson's
of topics from effects studies to audience consumption. beyond the human, and the resuscitation of sociological
You Can't Touch My Hair, Samantha Irby's We Are Never
The SAGE Handbook of Television Studies is an
theories through animal studies literature, the book
Meeting in Real Life, and Issa Rae's The Misadventures of
essential reference work for all advanced
seeks to uncover the phenomenon of ‘humanimal
Awkward Black Girl, She Memes Well will charm and
undergraduates, graduate students and academics across crowding’, both as threats to be policed, and as
entertain a growing, engaged audience.
broadcasting, mass communication and media studies.
potentially subversive. In this book, a number of urban
Political Economy Goes to the Movies
An analysis of the Leo Frank case as a measure of the
controversies and crowding technologies are analysed,
Fifty Contemporary Film Directors
complexities characterizing the relationship between
finally pointing at alternative modes of trans-species
historical perspectives and contemporary dynamics
African Americans and Jews in America In 1915 Leo
urban politics through the promises of humanimal
Wallowing in Sex
Frank, a Northern Jew, was lynched in Georgia. He had crowding - of proximity and collective agency. The
Law and TV Series
exclusion of animals may be an urban ideology, aiming at
Rhythm and Blues Culture and the Politics of Racial Equality been convicted of the murder of Mary Phagan, a young
white woman who worked in the Atlanta pencil factory
social order, but close attention to the level of practice
Roosevelt and the Making of an Icon
managed by Frank. In a tumultuous trial in 1913 Frank's reveals a much more diverse, disordered, and perhaps
Produced in association with the Museum of Broadcast
Communications in Chicago, the Encyclopedia of Radio
main accuser was Jim Conley, an African American
disturbing experience.
includes more than 600 entries covering major countries and employee in the factory. Was Frank guilty? In our time a Jet
regions of the world as well as specific programs and people, martyr's aura falls over Frank as a victim of religious and The Politics of the Turkish Novel
networks and organizations, regulation and policies, audience regional bigotry. The unending controversy has inspired Taking Television Seriously
research, and radio's technology. This encyclopedic work will
An ethnography of diasporic capoeira
debates, movies, books, songs, and theatrical
be the first broadly conceived reference source on a medium
What to Know, What to Say, and How to Be an Ally
productions. Among the creative works focused on the
that is now nearly eighty years old, with essays that provide
case are a ballad by Fiddlin' John Carson, David Mamet's Guide to Research Collections of Former United States
essential information on the subject as well as comment on
Senators, 1789-1982
novel The Old Religion in 1997, and Alfred Uhry and
the significance of the particular person, organization, or
Essays
Jason Robert Brown's musical Parade in 1998. Indeed,
topic being examined.
the Frank case has become a touchstone in the history of As a study of presidential image-fashioning, FDR in
The weekly source of African American political and
black-Jewish cultural relations. How- ever, for too long American Memory will be of immediate relevance to
entertainment news.
present-day readers.
“images and caption” I am almost completely convinced that the trial has been oversimplified as the moment when
the object that crashed near Roswell was composed of
Jews recognized their vulnerability in America and began This is the first substantial reference work in English on
materials not common on Earth. —Major General Kenner F.
the various forms that constitute "life writing." As this
to make common cause with African Americans. This
Hertford, USA (Ret., Dec. 1995) It was a cover story, the
study has a different tale to tell. It casts off old political term suggests, the Encyclopedia explores not only
balloon part of it. that part of it, was in fact the story we
autobiography and biography proper, but also letters,
and cultural baggage in order to assess the cultural
were told to give to the public and the news and that was it.
context of Frank's trial, and to examine the stress placed diaries, memoirs, family histories, case histories, and
The [actual] remnants, whatever happened to them, I have
on the relationship of African Americans and Jews by it. other ways in which individual lives have been recorded
no knowledge. —Brigadier General Thomas J. DuBose, USAF
The interpretation offered here is based on deep archival and structured. It includes entries on genres and
(Ret., Dec. 1992) The [Roswell] craft was
subgenres, national and regional traditions from around
research, analyses of the court records, and study of
extraterrestrial...and at one time may have been at Wright
the world, and important auto-biographical writers, as
Patterson in an off-limits area. —Brigadier General Harry N. various artistic creations inspired by the case. It
suggests that the case should be understood as providing well as articles on related areas such as oral history,
Cordes, USAF (Ret., Dec. 2004) They knew they had
anthropology, testimonies, and the representation of life
conclusive early evidence of the deep mutual distrust
something new in their hands. the metal and material was
between African Americans and Jews, a distrust that has stories in non-verbal art forms.
unknown to anyone I talked to. A couple of guys thought it
might be Russian, but the overall consensus was that the
DIVA cultural history of sexual content in television
been skillfully and cynically manipulated by powerful
pieces were from space. —Brigadier General Arthur E. Exon, white people. Black-Jewish Relations on Trial is
shows and TV advertising during the 1970s./div
USAF (Ret., Dec. 2005) I’m sure if there were any answers concerned less with what actually happened in the
A Biographical Dictionary
[about Roswell] they would have told him [President Clinton] National Pencil Company factory than with how Frank's
while he was in the White House. —General Wesley K. Clark
trial, conviction, and lynching have been used as an
Sr., USA (Ret.) I have been informed by higher officers at
occasion to explore black-Jewish relations and the New
the Pentagon that there still exists a Top Secret UFO project.
South. Just as with the O. J. Simpson trial, the Frank trial
That’s where your Roswell file is. —Brigadier General
requires that Americans make a profound examination of
Richard Mitchell, USA (Ret.)) The stuff I saw, I’ve never
their essential beliefs about race, sexuality, and power.
seen anyplace else in my life. It was the strangest thing I
ever saw. —General William H. Blanchard, USAF (Dec., 1966) Jeffrey Melnick is an assistant professor of American
studies at Babson College and the author of A Right to
Destructive Desires
Sing the Blues: African Americans, Jews, and American
Biographical Dictionary of Radio
The New Sexual Culture of 1970s American Television
Popular Song.
Bicentennial of the Constitution
The Living Church
Source Book of Projects
The Bionic Book Reconstructed
Black-Jewish Relations on Trial
Volume II
Crowding in zoocities

This book demonstrates how social distress or anxiety
is reflected, modified, and evolves through the medium
of the motion picture. Tracing cinema from its earliest
forms, the authors show how film is a perfect medium
for generating and projecting dreams, fantasies, and
nightmares, on the individual as well as the societal
level. Arising at the same time as Freud’s influential
ideas, cinema has been intertwined with the wishes and

Quincy M.E., The Television Series
Encyclopedia of Life Writing
Orhan Pamuk, Secularism and Blasphemy
My 30 Years as a TV Censor
This volume looks at a range of texts and practices that
address race and its relationship with television. The
chapters explore television policy and the management
of race, how transnationalism can diminish racial
diversity, historical questions of representation, the
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